
TEACHING ROUTINE AT SAN EDUCATION ACADEMY 

Here at SEA, we use a multifaceted approach to teaching and combine weekly instructor-led lessons 

hosted on Zoom with self-learning materials hosted on our LMS (learning management system). To help 

our students get the most out of their learning journey with SEA, you should be able to integrate both 

teaching components with each other. To help you with that, we created a simple 10-step guide that you 

can use as a reference for your weekly teaching routine.    

STEP 1. Before your first live lesson on Zoom, prepare self-study materials for each week of the course 

and upload them on the LMS. This video         explains how to add multiple types of teaching materials on 

the LMS site, and we encourage you to incorporate as many types of instructional resources as possible 

into your courses.  

STEP 2. To synchronize the pace of your online lessons on Zoom with the students’ progress on the LMS, 

deactivate course materials that you do not want the students to access now, and activate them as you 

are completing online lessons on Zoom. For example, if your course consists of six weeks, upload self-

study materials for all six weeks on the LMS before the first lesson on Zoom, and then deactivate all 

course units except week 1. Remember to have at least one course unit deactivated until the last week 

of the course: otherwise, your students will be able to complete the course’s self-study component on 

the LMS before you complete all live lessons on Zoom. This video         explains how to activate and 

deactivate course materials on the LMS site.     

STEP 3. If you want your students to download some (or all) of your course materials, share your course 

files with the students via LMS file sharing engine. By default, course materials are not available for 

downloading, but you can enable file downloading in the Files section of the course page following the 

steps explained in this guide            Make sure that you do not share the files of currently deactivated 

units, or the students will be able to download them before they start a corresponding topic. You can 

upload all course files at once and then share them with your students as you are progressing through 

the course. 

STEP 4. On the live lesson’s day, log in to a classroom account specified by Customer Service  

5 minutes before the class starts. Do not log in earlier because another teacher might be completing 

their lesson using the same classroom account. Keep your microphone and webcam off before the 

lesson begins. 

STEP 5. When the lesson begins, start recording using Zoom’s record button. Turn on your microphone 

and webcam. You must record the entire lesson – otherwise, our accountant will not be able to confirm 

that the lesson has been delivered. Be sure to record on your computer, not on Zoom’s cloud storage. 

STEP 6. Consider using these tips for maximizing the efficiency of your online teaching: 

☑ make sure you interact with as many students as technically possible; if you do not have enough 

time in class, you may email the students to let them know you never ignore them; 

☑ encourage students to speak and share experience in your class; 

https://youtu.be/gcBLmurynHA
https://youtu.be/goTMTaXXqic?t=222
https://youtu.be/goTMTaXXqic?t=222
https://help.talentlms.com/hc/en-us/articles/360014572674-How-to-share-files-with-users


☑ switch between teacher-led instruction and student activities at least twice during the lesson; 

☑ use the screen sharing function;   

☑ when sharing your screen, use several annotation tools: Draw, Spotlight, and Stamp are good tools 

to start with;   

☑ interact with your students using Raise Hand and Vote tools; be prepared to explain these tools in 

your first couple of lessons since some students might struggle using these; 

☑ quickly respond to behavior issues, including participants’ background noise, turned-off cameras, 

and unpermitted screen annotation, using appropriate Zoom tools. 

STEP 7. Within 48 hours after the end of the live lesson, rename the lesson’s recording file as in the 

example below:        

01-G6-0830A-5-AD #1 

In this example, 01-G6-0830A-5-AD is the course code, and #1 is the number of the week when the 

lesson’s recording was made. If you do not know your course code, request it from Customer Service on 

Slack or via email, service@seaup.org 

STEP 8. Upload the renamed lesson recording to a corresponding course on the LMS as a new course 

unit. In the course editor, click Add, select Video, then select Use a video, click Upload a video, and 

choose the lesson recording file that you want to upload. 

 

 



 

It is recommended to add a comprehension check after the lesson recording. To do so, follow the 

instructions from this video         

STEP 9. Once you have uploaded the lesson recording to the LMS, place it after the last active course 

unit. To move course materials, follow the steps shown in this video         Do not forget to share the 

lesson’s recording with the students so they can download it and review the class video offline. Use this 

guide            if you need help with sharing files via LMS.   

STEP 10. When you consider that your students are ready to start the next course unit, activate 

corresponding materials in the course editor following instructions from this video         and share 

course files that belong to newly activated units following this guide            (only if you want the students 

to download specific course materials). Keep other course units deactivated until the right time.  

Now that your first teaching cycle is complete, repeat steps 4 through 10 until the end of your course. If 

you need any technical or didactic assistance, feel free to contact our e-learning project lead Georgy 

Piskun at georgy@seaup.org or ask the team in the #general channel on Slack. Happy teaching!    

https://youtu.be/gcBLmurynHA?t=243
https://youtu.be/goTMTaXXqic?t=135
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